The mission of learning analytics (LA) is to improve learner experiences using the insights from digitally collected learner data. While some areas of LA are maturing, this is not consistent across all LA specialisations. For instance, LA for social learning lack validated approaches to account for the effects of cross-course variability in learner behavior. Although the associations between network structure and learning outcomes have been examined in the context of online forums, it remains unclear whether such associations represent bona fide social effects, or merely reflect heterogeneity in individual posting behavior, leading to seemingly complex but artefactual social network structures. We argue that to start addressing this issue, posting activity should be explicitly included and modelled in forum network representations. To gain insight to what extent learner degree and edge weight are merely derivatives of learner activity, we construct random models that control for the level of posting and post properties, such as popularity and thread hierarchy level. Analysis of forum networks in twenty online courses presented in this paper demonstrates that individual posting behavior is highly predictive of both the breadth (degree) and frequency (strength) in forum communication networks. This implies that, in the context of forum-based modelling, degree and frequency may not reflect the social dynamics. However, results suggest that clustering of the network structure is not a derivative of individual posting behaviour. Hence, weighted local clustering coefficient may be a better proxy for social relationships. The empirical results are relevant to scientists interested in social interactions and learner networks in digital learning, and more generally to researchers interested in deriving informative social network models from online forums.
INTRODUCTION
Learning analytics (LA) strives to improve learner experiences using insights from digital learner traces. Recently LA has been criticized for its limited impact on the educational practices and restricted contributions to learning theories [10, 11] . The field's focus on exploratory course-based studies in lieu of larger evaluations has diminished the broader impact of LA [10] . Despite the push for largescale evaluations of learning, some research areas of LA remain relatively immature and lack the tools and approaches necessary for scaling and systematic replication. Computational analyses of social interactions in digital learning environments is such an area.
LA researchers have been interested in social online interactions since the first Learning Analytics and Knowledge conference in 2011 (LAK '11) . Capturing learner interactions as network representations helps visualize social dynamics in online course forums making them a popular element in LA dashboards [32, 36] . Social network analysis (SNA) then enables to quantify social interactions and examine measures of network centrality in course forums against learning outcomes [9] . As a result, SNA has been applied in a range of contexts: from university online courses [8] and MOOCs [6, 35] , to social text-and video-annotation scenarios [9] , as well as informal learning settings [31] .
Despite its uptake across a broad range of learning contexts, the so-called social learning analytics remains relatively immature. Currently, analyses of forum networks lack rigorous evaluation strategies that can help interpret individual and network-level measures of social interactions. Multiple approaches to examining course-level forum networks have been suggested. For instance, researchers have examined the association between academic performance with descriptive network-level (e.g. density) [21] and node-level (i.e. degree) measures in online forums [9] . Alternatively, within individual courses, descriptive statistics are used to show that forum networks increase in density, as well as in reciprocal and transitive patterns throughout the course [33, 38] . It has also been suggested that network structure mediates the association of network centrality and academic performance [17] . However, little work has been done to examine if these observed patterns occur by chance or result from a specific socio-technical or pedagogical intervention.
Without the analytical strategies that examine if the observed forum communication has occurred by chance, interpretation of the network patterns is largely limited. Consequently, the thresholds of what is naturally 'high' or 'low' with regards to density, transitivity, centralization, and reciprocity in online learner networks can not be established. The lack of evaluations of forum activity that capture natural and expected dynamics for the formation of forum learner networks presents a significant research gap. Neither learners nor instructors can receive feedback about their actions, given that the observed results may have occurred by chance, and not resulted from specific efforts or instructional intervention. The lack of approaches to compare networks across courses similarly hinders large-scale comparisons of educational interventions necessary for LA's broader impact on learning.
To fill that gap, statistical network modelling can be used to evaluate course-level forum activity. Importantly, modelling of forum interactions in LA thus far has had significant limitations. LA studies have modelled learner-to-learner networks through methodologies like exponential graph modelling (ERGM), stochastic actor-oriented modelling (SAOM), weight randomisation, and similar. Throughout this research, forum networks are often represented and modelled as social networks where forum posting and reply behaviour is transformed into networks of people and direct relationships between them. LA studies go onto examining these networks of people, inquiring if they are formed due to the social processes of reciprocity, transitivity, popularity, and similar social processes. While social processes are fundamental to human networks of friendship, trust, and kinship,forum communication is fundamentally driven by posting activity prompted through course design as well as learner motivations [16] . By excluding posting activity (i.e. learner making a post) from modelling forum networks, the assumptions about what drives communication, besides social dynamics, are not explicit in the modelling and in the interpretation. As a result, such limited examinations of forums can not conclude what the drivers for forum communication were: whether observed patterns of forum communication resulted from individual activity levels, social dynamics (community formation processes), or other exogenous factors (instructor intervention or tool affordance).
In contrast to LA's modelling of forums based on hypotheses about social tie formation, network scientists take a distinctly different approach. As shown in a recent literature review, [2] , Internet forums are predominantly represented as networks where posts are nodes: adding a new post is a generative process driving the network formation. To understand the extent to which posting behavior can explain the formation of forum networks in learning settings, this study adopts a null models approach. Null models are graphs simulated to match the observed network in some selected aspects, but otherwise -formed at random. Using forum activity in twenty online courses, we investigate if random networks simulated with fixed individual-level posting activity and post popularity can produce network structures similar to the real-life course forums. We experiment with two varieties of network representations of forum communication: 1) post-tree network and 2) student-to-thread posting network. Results show that even these simple null models can explain both the breadth (degree) and frequency (strength) of forum student networks in a large proportion of the observed forum networks in our dataset. Analyses suggest that other elements of network structure, such as clustering, are not derivatives of individual online posting behaviour and could be more representative of social relationships.
LITERATURE REVIEW 2.1 Posting Activity and Network Centrality in Forums
Facilitation of learner-to-learner interactions are at the foundation of online teaching and socio-constructivist approaches to learning. Educational researchers emphasize that learner-to-leaner interactions need to be designed for and do not happen naturally [5] . Therefore, for learner-to-learner interactions to effectively impact learning, course design features and forum facilitation strategies need to afford their development. The need to evaluate if designed interactions have been successfully facilitated created an agenda for computational analysis that evaluates forum participation. Thus far, two common approaches to evaluating forum participation are the measures of contributing posts (post count) and creating connections between learners (degree centrality). The count of posts submitted to the forum is among common approaches to evaluate forum participation. In their early work, Macfadyen and Dawson [24] showed a strong association between the number of discussion replies posted and learner final grade (r=.94, p<.0001). The number of posts has been among most common measures of social learning in MOOCs [18] , and are commonly included in modelling learner engagement [13] and predicting completion [22] .
Indicators of learner positioning in forum communication networks, such as degree centrality, is another approach to quantifying social learning activity. Recently, a number of critiques arose around the validity and generalisability of such networked measures. The approaches to constructing learner-to-learner networks are diverse, resulting in inconsistencies of the associations between learner centralities in these networks and learning outcomes [12, 35] . Further, there is no consensus as to how to construct these networks as well as different ideas as to what these networks may represent.
LA studies of social learning often refer to network positioning measures as a more elaborate way to capture forum participation, beyond the count of posts made by the learner. However, posting activity and networked (interpersonal) activity are strongly related to one another, as learner-to-learner ties in communication networks are derived from learner posting activity. Although learner-to-learner sociograms could be used to represent social processes, they are ultimately projections of post-mediated interactions enabled when learners contribute posts. The so-called co-presence learner networks, where a network tie is defined through shared contributions in the discussion threads, are projections of bipartite relations between learners and discussion threads (here learner relations are mediated by discussion) [15] . The so-called direct postreply networks are projections of post-to-post activity where a post-to-post relationship is substituted by a learner-to-learner tie. In both scenarios, individual posting activity and the properties of an artefact (posts or discussion) mediate learner-to-learner relationships, on par with the interpersonal processes driving network formation.
Limitations of LA Forum Modelling
The interdependence between posting activity and learner positioning in communication networks draws attention to the number of limitations in forum communication research.
In LA, poster networks rarely include forum posting activity explicitly (as distinct nodes or ties) in network representations and modelling. Instead, researchers construct and model network representations directly as learner-to-learner networks. Statistical network modelling through methods such as exponential random graph models (ERGM) or stochastic actor-oriented models (SAOMs) are used to estimate the processes forming learner-to-learner networks using assumptions about the formation of social networks [23] . Results highlight that reciprocity of interactions often occur beyond chance, whereas closure is less common, and preferential attachment interpreted as learner popularity has not been observed [17, 20, 37] .
There are several noteworthy shortcomings of statistical modelling of forums that are solely based on social network hypotheses. First, they model relationships, and not post-mediated/discussionmediated interactions. That is, they examine forum communication through the hypothesis applied to bona fide social networks through the processes, such as of reciprocity and transitivity. Second, they often embed inconsistent decisions for network construction. Third, they do not control for posting activity: no actor-attribute variable are included to control for the number of posts (instead the extent of learners one interacted with is modelled). Fourth, the number of posts exchanged at the dyadic level is often not captured within the models. ERGMs of forum communication have modelled binary ties between the learners, removing the information about the number of posts shared between two learners from the network modelling process. Similar limitations apply to SAOMs that are not designed to model ties weighted through continuous variables. In light of these shortcomings, the evidence derived from modelling online forum networks to evaluate forum communication activity and learning can be perceived as limited.
We argue that including posting activity into representations and modelling processes can help understand how communication networks form. Some visualisations of forum activity bring to the fore forum activity at the post-level. Examples include that of Atapattu et al. [3] who visualised clusters of themes comprised of forum posts, and Marbouti et al. [25] who explored visualising posts as a tree-network. A similar emphasis in statistical network modelling is required.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We have argued that LA lacks evaluations of forum activity that capture natural and expected dynamics for the formation of forum learner networks. Such is a significant research gap as it hinders meaningful interpretations of the observed patterns as well as crosscourse comparisons of social learning activity. We suggested that posting activity represents learner behaviour central to forum communication, and should be included in the network representations and statistical modelling.
To better understand the role of posting activity in the formation of forum communication networks, this study examined to what extent individual posting activity plays a role in the formation of forum networks. To unpack this question, we analysed: i) How much heterogeneity in posting behaviour is observed across the different forum communication networks? ii) How much of the student network global structure (density, communities) is explained by the online forum posting behaviour? iii) What individual topological features (local: degree, clustering, leverage centrality, and global: subgraph centrality) are not derivative of online posting behaviour?
METHODS
To understand the extent to which individual posting behavior generates forum networks in learning settings, this study adopts a null models approach (see Section 4.1). We apply two kinds of null models to the dataset of twenty online and blended university courses. Courses were taught by different instructors and utilized different pedagogies for forum participation. Section 4.1 elaborates on the rationale behind using null models. Section 4.2 explains how forum-based modelling approach differs from social modelling that is more commonly adopted in LA. Section 4.3 offers details of randomisation for each of the null models. Section 4.4 provides steps to compare forum networks generated from the null models with the observed forum data.
Random Graphs as Null Models
Null models based on random graph simulations are widely used in network science for hypothesis testing about how networks are formed [1] . Simulations of random graphs, where 'the values of certain [network] properties are fixed, but the network is in other respects random' [28, p. 343] , is needed because network data may violate the assumptions of normality and independence of observations. Such random graphs offer a distribution that the observed graph can be compared against. One common application of null models, i.e. random graphs simulated based on a particular hypothesis about network formation, is towards filtering out 'a true' structure of the network by identifying the strength of links' weights in ego-networks and dyadic networks [1] . That is, random graphs provide a distribution of weights that allows to estimate if the observed weights are significantly different statistically, and in this case, kept as 'true' weights. Similar approach has recently been used to identify significant 'weak' ties [27] , extending seminal work from Granovetter [14] around the notion of weak and strong ties to communication networks.
Null models of online forums in learning settings can be simulated with different generative processes related to student activity, contents of the post-messages or discussion threads, post or student popularity, as well as social dynamics of interpersonal relations observed via social selection or social influence processes.
Network science has offered a number of solutions towards statistical modelling of forums that include posting -a practice that can be integrated into LA research. Specifically, network scientists conceptualise posting activity as a fundamental generative process for communication in the Internet forums. Threaded online conversations in reddit or stackoverflow are commonly conceptualised as tree-network structures driven by sequential posting behaviour [26] . In such a tree-network structure, the very first post in the thread is defined as a root, posts are linked with ties if there is an explicit reply-to relationship between them. The depth of the tree represents the depth of the discussion thread. The growth of these thread-trees is often modelled to also account for the parameters describing the temporal dynamics of forum participation. User-post network can be projected into a social network, hereafter referred to as "observed projection". Traditional analyses, including in LA, then evaluate random graphs simulated from this projection of a social network to recapitulate various constraints (density, degree distribution, transitivity, reciprocity, and similar). However, this approach assumes that the derived social projection represents a bona fide social network. In this paper, we argue that social interactions are embedded in the original forum network (Figure 1, bottom) . Depending on the structure of this original network (linked to the class-specific usage of the online tool), certain properties of the derived social network can be expected at random. In order to model the expected random social network, we simulate random graphs from the original forum network that constrain various features, such as network density, being a root post or an isolated post, or post popularity (out-degree). In other words, here we simulate null models from a post-network, not from observed learner-to-learner projection.
This Study's Approach to Null Models

Null Models Generation
This study explores simple hypotheses about how online forum networks form. We simulate random graphs that represent posting activity (forum-based modelling approach, Figure 1, bottom) . These random graphs are constrained around how many posts an individual makes (student posting activity) and how many replies a post receives (post popularity). These processes were selected as they representative of individual learner characteristics, rather than social dynamics.
In the first instance, we simulated forum communication as a tree-network of forum posts by different learners (Figure 2 , left). This model tested two hypotheses: 1) Student activity (number of posts individual makes) explains how network forms. Here, random graph is generated controlling for posting activity through fixed density; and 2) The properties of the post explain how network forms. Here, random graphs are generated to control for post popularity through fixed out-degree.
In the second instance, forum communication was represented as a bipartite graph of learners posting into different discussion threads (Figure 2, right) . Two hypotheses about network formation were tested: 1) Student activity (number of threads individual posts into) can explain how network forms. Here a random graph is simulated to control for posting activity through fixed learner outdegree (number of threads participated in); and 2) The properties of the thread (number of learners participating in it) can explain how network forms. Random graphs control for discussion thread popularity through fixed in-degree (number of learners participating in it).
Simulated graphs are then projected into learner-to-learner weighted graphs (i.e. random projections) and compared to their observed projections. This yielded a total of six projections from two null models: 1) Weighted co-participation projection of a post-tree network controlling for student activity (i.e. tree_shared_activity) ; Table 1 : Mapping the student-to-student networks projected from thread-tree and student-to-thread null models, for comparisons with the observed networks. The labels of projections should be used to interpret visual results in Section 4.
Null Model Null 1 -Post-Tree Network
Null 2 -Student-to-Thread Network Controlling for network density representative of posting activity
Modelling tree networks keeping number of edges constant, restricting maximum in-degree to 1, and including controls for the propensity of isolates to exist within the network. Projections of the null compared to the observed:
-Weighted* co-participation projection (also referred to as tree_shared_activity); -Weighted** post-reply projection (also referred to as tree_answer_activity); Model Details: Iteratively applied ergm-specified model to produce random distribution. model <-ergm(net isolates + nodeifactor('isLastPost') + nodeofactor('isRoot'), constraints = bd(maxin=1)+edges)
Modelling binarized learner-to-thread models, keeping student out-degree constant. Projections of the null compared to the observed:
-Weighted co-participation projection (also referred to as bi_stu-to-stu_activity)
Model Details: Iteratively applied sample R-function to the column in the edgelist representing discussion threads to produce a random distribution
Controlling for topology representative of post popularity
Modelling networks keeping post out-degree constant and max in-degree of 1 and including controls for the propensity of isolates to exist within the network. Projections of the null compared to the observed: -Weighted co-participation projection (also referred to as tree_shared_topology); -Weighted post-reply projection (also referred to as tree_answer_topology); Model Details: Iteratively applied ergm-specified model to produce random distribution. model -ergm(net nodefactor('isLastPost') + nodeofactor('isRoot') +idegree(1), +constraints = odegrees) Thread in-degree constant and student out-degree constant. Projections of the null compared to the observed:
-Weighted co-participation projection (also referred to as bi_stu-to-stu_topology Model Details: Iteratively applied birewire.rewire.bipartite R-function over learners-by-discussion-threads matrix Note: * In co-participation projections, the edges were weighted by the number of times two students participated in the same discussion thread. ** In post-reply projections, the edges were weighted as equal to the number of times one learner replied to another learner, regardless of the discussion thread.
2) Weighted post-reply projection (i.e. tree_answer_activity) of a post-tree network controlling for student activity; 3) Weighted co-participation projection of a post-tree network controlling for post popularity (i.e. tree_shared_topology) ; 4) Weighted post-reply projection of a post-tree network controlling for post popularity (i.e. tree_answer_topology) ; 5) Weighted co-participation projection of a student-to-thread network controlling for student activity (i.e. bi_stu-to-stu_activity); 6) Weighted co-participation projection of a student-to-thread network controlling for thread popularity (i.e. bi_stu-to-stu_topology).
Details of Randomisation
The randomization of edges in each of the nulls was implemented as follows. All forum posts (whether replied to or not) were included in the directed one-mode post-tree networks. Statnet R package was used to simulate random graphs using the formula specified in Table 1 . The tree_post activity model randomized which posts connected to which posts, as well as for the number of discussions within the network, as branches could contain different posts (and hence authors) than in the observed data. During the modelling, each post-node preserved author attributes, therefore, controlling for the volume of activity (number of posts) at the student level. The model constrained each post can only be given in response to one other post, as well as for the propensity of root node to have nodes to be attached to it. The post_tree topology model controlled for the mechanisms described above, as well as preserved the out-degree of each post, therefore controlling for the popularity of post content. The model did not control which student chose to reply to which post, consequently, social processes such as homophily were excluded from the modelling.
For creating networks of the two-mode student-discussion nulls, R functions sample and birewire.rewire.bipartite were used to first shuffle the edges of one mode (students), and then to randomize edges for the second mode (discussions). First, when edges were randomized to control for activity only, students would randomly attach to discussion threads, i.e. who appeared with whom in the discussion thread was no longer controlled for. This model also did not constrain how much a given student posted, neither how much input a given discussion received. The second scenario for this null controlled both for student activity and discussion popularity, fixing degrees for both network modes. As the edges were randomly distributed from students to discussions, the model did not control which student chooses to post into which thread, so social processes like homophily were excluded. Step Taken 1 For each course out of twenty courses 2 Define a null model (either activity or topology) 3 Simulate a distribution of random graphs using the null model 4 For each of the random graphs in the random distribution create 2 projections: learner-to-learner shared-thread network and learner post-reply network 5 For each of the graphs (null and projections) compute global features 6 Compute Z-scores for each feature in the observed networks 7 For each of the graphs (null and projections) compute local features 8 Compute average of the feature across random graphs 9 Compute Spearman correlation between the average across random and observed graphs
Comparing Observed Forum Networks to the Simulated Ones
Each of these six null projections was compared to the observed data both in terms of global as well as local topological attributes. For each null model, twenty randomized networks were generated for the comparisons with the observed network. For each network (null and observed projections), we computed the following global topological features: number of communities (i.e. network modularity using infomap [30] , network density, and the Gini coefficient for the network degree (i.e. as a measure of degree statistical dispersion). For each of these features, a Z-score of the feature was derived in the observed network compared to its value in the networks corresponding to a given null:
where χ f n is the value of the feature f in the observed network, and µ f n and ρ f n are the mean and standard deviation of the feature value across the random networks under null model n. Null models for which |Z f n | < 2 are considered as explaining the feature f.
In the context of local, node-level features, we focus on the following metrics: weighted degree (strength), degree, subgraph centrality [30] , leverage centrality [19] , Burt's constraint [7] , local clustering coefficient [34] , and clustering weighted coefficient [4] . For each null, the average for each of these features was computed across all generated random networks. We then computed the Spearman correlation ρ f n between this average and the value obtained in the observed network. Such has enabled to quantify how well the null models captured the ranking of the node-level features in the observed networks. This process was conducted using data from all twenty courses. The entirety of our analytical pipeline is summarised in Table 2 .
RESULTS
Heterogeneity in Posting Activity
The first research question inquired how much heterogeneity was observed in the posting activity across the different communication forums in twenty courses. Descriptive statistics at the posting activity level demonstrated high heterogeneity in forum participation. Table 3 describes the number of learners and posts in the forums, mean number of posts in the forum threads, as well as the mean number of replies.
The courses differed greatly in their pedagogical designs and forum strategies. The pedagogical variety help explain a large diversity in the level of posting activity and interactivity observed across the courses. Courses G7 and H8 provisioned a task of replying to 1-2 learners, as an assessed activity. Course D4 had learners assigned in small groups for collaborative tasks that were regularly graded. In Course N14, the instructor assessed individuals for solo posts. In this course, learners were asked to post individual reflections into discussion thread created for specific topics, which is why the number of posts in those threads appears higher. Otherwise, the number of posts per thread appears comparable across the courses, despite the highly heterogeneous total number of posts and learners.
Some courses appeared to have more balance in reciprocation, i.e. average number of replies. Again, the nature of tasks that elicited more individual posting or more interactive orientation for the discussions can help explain the differences. For instance, Course G7, where learners were graded in relation to their replies to build shared discourse, has a mean number of replies at 0.95, i.e. almost every post received a reply. In contrast, for instance, course P16 had a mean of 0.2 posts reciprocated. This course had forum tasks that required to post individual-level reflections, and not so much interpersonal orientation. If approximated such dynamics implies that every eight out of ten posts were solo postings. The structure of discussion threads appears to help explain the length of threads here. In P16 the instructor structured the threads for individual posting that assigned a small number of groups to post in particular threads, and that is reflected in the length of the threads.
In conclusion, a high variability in the posting activity can to some extent be explained by the forum task design, suggesting that specific network structures are driven by what learners are asked to do. That is, unsurprisingly, the level of learner activity and its orientation is contingent on the design of the forum activities and course pedagogy.
Understanding Observed vs Simulated Network Structures: Network-Level
The second research question shifted the focus from posting activity towards the global network structures of network projections. It is non-trivial that learner posting depends on the forum task design. Yet, it is unclear if it is the posting activity that forms learnerto-learner network structures or social processes, as commonly hypothesised. To this end, we inquired how much of the student network (i.e. projections) global structure was explained by the posting behaviour. The global features compared across the random and observed projections were density and the number of communities. Figure 3 visualizes the global structures for the observed A1  B2  C3  D4  E5  F6  G7  H8 I9 J10 K11 L12 M13 N14 O15 P16 Q17 R18 S19 T20  N_Students 40  25  35  68  133 85  22  35 41 23  20  202 30  87  27  47  74  135 515 Communities 2 1 3  6  3  3  3  3  3  9  11  5  18  16  4  6  7  6  55 projections and their random projections (one random graph out of the distribution was selected for visualisation purposes). Figure 3 shows courses in the order of their size: courses with lower number of students -on the left, those with higher number of studentsto the right. For each null model, we show one example random network out of the 20 generated. In the top row of Figure 3 we highlight three classes of network structures that can be found in the data. Course G7 appears to have a random structure. To explain, its random projections are similar in the global structure to the observed projections. This is the course where learners were required to post to any two other people, which appears to have occurred at random. Course O15 exemplifies communication with centralised structure, where nodes connected to one or few nodes, and not as much across one another. This course's random graphs also do not capture the centralised structure well. Due to the strong internship component in this course, the learners maintained dyadic interactions with instructor only, whereas would have had more connections with one another at random. Finally, course E5 captures the classroom with a clear community structure. We observe that random graphs do not reproduce the community formation (as such feature was not embedded within the null). Despite the differences for these courses with markedly different structures, for many courses random graphs reproduce projections that are rather similar to the observed projections. For the ease of interpretation, Table 4 contains descriptive statistics of the global network metrics that accompany Figure 3 . Table 4 captures the number of communities per class, using the community detection method 'infomap' [32] , network density for each of the courses, and the Gini coefficient of the degree for each of the courses. The Gini coefficient was used as an indicator of centralisation, where a higher Gini coefficient refers to a more unequal degree distribution. These descriptive statistics represent a diversity of network metrics across the projected learner communication networks. Overall, it appears that random graphs are more explanatory for some courses.
To understand how explainable are the simple null models built around posting activity and popularity, we quantified the coefficient to capture the extent that the observed network was captured by the random null. We defined this 'randomness coefficient' as the proportion of nulls that explain three global features (density, Figure 4b ). This helps conclude that course G7, highlighted in Figure 3 , is indeed among the three courses with maximally random structure. Some classes like D4 are very non-random, as can also be observed in Figure 3 . D4 is the class with a lot of subgroups, is less dense, and more centralised than its random representations. In other words, different courses vary in terms of their 'randomness coefficient', and some are easier explained by the simple null models that control for learner activity and post popularity.
Similarly, the nulls we explored were not equal in their ability to capture features across different forum communication networks. For each null, we computed the proportion of courses where the feature in the observed network was well explained by random networks (see Methods). We see that the null models of student-tostudent activity based on co-participation in the thread projected from post-reply networks (controlling for student activity and post popularity) explain well the density and Gini coefficient of the degree, but not the number of communities. On the other hand, null models of post-reply networks from tree-post networks and both co-participation and post-reply projections from bipartite networks explain well the number of communities but not network density and Degree Gini. Yet, overall, for most courses, at least one null model could explain one feature well.
To conclude, it appears that network structures in some courses are more random than in others; as well as some nulls are better at identifying certain features than others (e.g. communities of density). It should be noted that there is always a null model capturing some elements of the structure. That is, the level of student activity and the properties of the posts to a large extent can explain the structure of communication networks.
Understanding Observed vs Simulated Network Structures: Node Level
Having examined forum posting activity and global network features, we focused on how well null models can capture node-level metrics, such as degree and strength. We asked what individual topological features were not derivative of online posting behavior.
We found that learner degree and weighted degree, both favoured by LA community to capture outcomes of social learning, to a large extent are explained by the null models. Figure 5 presents the Spearman correlation between network centralities in the nulls versus the observed network. A black bar in the plots represents the Spearman correlation between the observed shared-thread projection and the post-reply one. Both strength and degree measures have been found to have the highest correlation between projections and between observed and null networks. That is, null models that control for individual posting activity as well as the quality and relevance of post content are well captured by random graphs. Learner levels of activity may result from learner motivation or design impacting how much one posts. Post properties may relate to learner communication skills or ability to share relevant information. These are however proxies of individual competence to engage or communicate, not necessarily group-related benefits of social learning, although in LA degree and strength are often used to capture the latter.
In contrast, clustering, both weighted and non-weighted, is poorly described by nulls (mostly <50%). Within the current results clustering remains an 'independent' feature that could capture individual positioning within social learning opportunities -in contrast to the degree and its weight that appear to be largely driven by individual learner characteristics.
In sum, node-level metrics such as strength and degree are well captured by null models controlling for posting activity, whereas triadic metrics, such as Burt's constraint and clustering are not. This suggests that higher-order social phenomena are not well presented by the simple null models. Student-to-student projections based on thread co-participation projected from bipartite nulls perform best in capturing triadic-level features.
DISCUSSION
We have argued that existing analyses of learner interactions in digital learning environments in LA are limited. The association between network indicators at the global level, such as density, and at the local level, such as learner degree, are commonly examined in relation to learner performance, however, it remains unclear whether such observed associations represent bona fide social effects, or merely reflect heterogeneity in posting activity. To address this issue, the study has applied various null models that include basic generative processes for posting activity, to evaluate networks of forum communication. Through the application of these null models, the study examined which features of student network topology are mere derivatives of upstream forum processes.
The study makes several contributions to the future research in the area of network analytical applications in LA. First, we detail the methodology that can be replicated to further examine other generative processes. Specifically, in this study we generated null models (tree-post networks and bipartite student-to-thread networks) to control for student activity and content popularity at the postlevel and discussion-thread levels. Within the methodology, these were further mapped to learner-to-learner projections of the nulls, i.e. post-reply and learner-to-thread networks, to then test further hypothesis using null models. Observed and random projections were compared using statistical approaches. In particular, we distinguished the null models based on the properties such as node attributes, the way how the activity of a learner (student) is encrypted and what is preserved during edge randomization process.
Besides the methodology, our empirical results can form a foundation for the future empirical analyses in networks. Among the challenges noted during the study is that the online forum communication networks in learning settings are heterogeneous, with diversity in group sizes, number of posts per course, varying activity level across learners, and subgroup formation. Still, using our methodology we could identify how much of the student network global structure and local node-level metrics were explained by the online forum posting behaviour. The structures underpinning projected learner interactions were diverse, but when compared to the null models, some structures appeared more random than others. Network density, for instance, to a large extent can be reproduced by simple models that control for posting activity and content popularity. Number of communities are not easily reproduced using the two variations of nulls we explored. We find that across all courses, there is almost always one null model that describes the data well. In terms of the local network measures capturing learner-level network metrics, we found that 'ego' metrics such as strength and degree could be well captured by the null models, whereas triadic metrics, such as Burt's constraint or clustering, were not.
Our results emphasize that individual-level posting behaviour and its properties are among fundamental processes that form the structure of communication networks. This has several implications. First, posting activity needs to be integrated into the generative processes of network formation, with the volume of posts controlled for in the models. Second, using null models of posting activity can be used to uncover forum structures that appear more random. Comparing network-level features across random and observed graphs would allow for cross-course evaluations -an otherwise challenging task given the diversity of metrics across the forums.
Finally, the results of the study caution against the use of certain global and local network measures to capture inter-personal engagement in social learning. Both network density and node-level measures, similar to the ones analysed, are commonly used in LA to capture social learning outcomes. Yet, we show that individual level measures, such as degree or frequency of dyadic interactions reflect individual learning activity, i.e. behaviours directed towards the group by an individual. Hence, such metrics capture contributions to the social participation. These can be evaluated as a part of social learning activities. Instructors can assess if their tasks are prompted higher or lower learner activity levels. Measures other than degree or edge weight are needed to capture the effect of social dynamics or networked activity. Our empirical investigation based on simple assumptions about posting activity shows that the number of communities or such local features as clustering may be among measures.
It should be noted that among important limitations of the work presented is that our methodology did not account explicitly for the existence of subgroups (or communities). This limitation could be solved through the use of stochastic block models (SBM) [29] . SBM enables to generate graphs containing communities that are connected with one another through particular edge densities; these null models can shed light unto network structures that posting activity nulls described in the study could not capture.
Future work should focus on the theoretical elaboration of the generative processes and consequent temporal modelling of forum communication formation. Developing such models would be most aligned with current network scientific views on how similar activity-driven networks form. Researchers could also compare the structures of the reconstructed learner-to-learner networks with the additional level of existing interactions, i.e. either self-reports or existing trace data. Alternatively, the level of complexity to the simple nulls can be added by understanding the role of node attributes such as status (instructor, TA), age, grade, or other types of links (i.e. interpersonal relationships) to test statistically how these parameters influence the learning outcomes.
